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ABSTRACT
The physical characteristics favourable for soccer players includes high level of speed,
explosive jumping power, and aerobic fitness which highlights the importance of assessing
these characteristics for strength and conditioning training program development. The aim of
this study is to examine the associations between speed, power and endurance performance of
Malaysia Super League soccer players. Twenty-four male soccer players (age = 24.50 ± 3.11
years, height = 176.12 ± 8.11 cm, body mass = 70.86 ± 9.07 kg) were recruited in this study
and all the players were tested for explosive lower body power (vertical jump, VJ), speed
(30meter sprint), and endurance (Yo-Yo Intermittent Endurance level 2, YYIEL2). A
statistically significant correlation was found between 30-meter sprint time and distance
covered in YYIEL2, but contrary to previous findings reported in the literature, sprint time and
VJ height were not correlated. Therefore, VJ training may not necessarily improve speed and
an improvement in VJ performance may not reflect an improvement in speed. In addition, no
significant correlation was found between VJ height and the distance covered in YYIEL2. Given
the intermittent nature of the game, the negative moderate correlation between sprint time and
distance covered in YYIEL2 (r = -0.43, p <0.05) indicated that specific aerobic and anaerobic
performance could be enhanced simultaneously through the appropriate training programme.
Keywords: football, elite, anaerobic power, aerobic capacity
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INTRODUCTION
Soccer is the most popular sport in the world and classified as a high intensity intermittent team
sport (Bangsbo, 1994). The physiological demands of soccer requires the players to be
competent in several aspects of fitness including high level of speed, muscular strength, agility,
explosive jumping power, anaerobic and aerobic fitness (Bangsbo, 1994; Gaurav et al., 2015;
Hoff et al., 2002). These characteristics are repeated many times over 90 minutes in an official
match (Rampinini et al., 2007). For this reason, several different tests in both laboratory and
field have been conducted to assess the physical performance of soccer players (Svensson and
Drust, 2005). Among these tests, the assessment of sprint ability, power, and aerobic fitness
are popular among coaches and applied sports scientists (Rampinini et al., 2007; Stolen et al.,
2005; Svensson and Drust, 2005). Implementation of these tests requires little equipment and
includes common movement skills, thus requiring minimal instructions on how to perform
them properly (Vescovi and Mcguigan, 2008).
Sprint speed is an essential component of being successful in the sport of soccer as the
ability to accelerate can decide the different outcome of the game (Svensson and Drust, 2005).
Soccer players require the ability to quickly accelerate to meet the physical, tactical, and
technical demands of the game (Svensson and Drust, 2005). Typically, the 30 meter sprint test
is widely used in soccer as it represents the distance representative of soccer play and is easy
to execute (Stolen et al., 2005). Furthermore, single-sprint tests can differentiate between
different standards of play and positional roles between the teams (Kollath and Quade, 1993)
while change-in-direction sprints seem to be of less importance when scoring a goal (Faude et
al., 2012).
Speed and explosive lower body muscular power are two high-intensity, interrelated,
physiological capacities which contribute to soccer performance (Stolen et al., 2005). Strength
and conditioning coaches often direct soccer players to perform explosive exercises as a part
of their training program in efforts to improve these parameters, and hence improve sport
performance (Erin, 2009). In addition, soccer requires players to perform activities such as
striding, turning, and jumping (Stolen et al., 2005). Therefore, muscular power is one of the
components that is commonly assessed in soccer players (Rampinini et al., 2007). Vertical
jump (VJ) is a short-term measurement reliability of lower limb muscular power and has been
reported to have a close relationship with performance in the league (Castagna and Castellini,
2013). Thus, it is shown to be related to competitive success in elite-standard club teams in
soccer (Arnason et al., 2004).
In a sport like soccer, which is characterized by intermittent efforts, aerobic capacity is
an essential ability (Hoff, 2005; Rampinini et al., 2009). Bangsbo (1993) designed the Yo-Yo
test to measure the ability to perform bouts of repeated intense intermittent exercise (Yo-Yo
Intermittent Endurance). The Yo-Yo tests have been used extensively in the assessment of the
soccer specific endurance capacity of players (Krustup and Bangsbo, 2001; Krustup et al.,
2003). High intensity running covered by players during a game was correlated to yoyo test
performance, but not to VO2max (Stolen et al., 2005). The performance is also significantly
correlated to the amount of high intensity running (>15km/h, r = 0.71), sum of high speed
running and sprinting during a game, and the total distance covered during a soccer match
(Stolen et al., 2005).
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The assessment and determination of the physical characteristics are essential to a
successful achievement of a soccer team not only during a game, but also along the whole
sportive season, and such information can and must be used by the coach to change the player’s
function or even the tactical formation of the whole team with the purpose to maximize the
performance, once each positioning presents specific features (Shephard, 1999). Despite the
attention given to performance assessment by sports performance professionals and sports
scientists, there is a paucity of research examining the relationships between fitness
components, such as sprinting, jumping, and endurance capacity. Several studies have been
performed abroad to determine the relationship between these components but obtained
conflicting results (Little and Williams, 2009; Wisloff et al., 2004).
Small and moderate correlations were found between 20- and 35-meter sprinting speed
and Yo-Yo Intermittent Recovery (YYIR) 1 performance (r = −0.289 and −0.321, respectively,
p ≤ 0.05), whereas 35-meter sprinting speed correlated moderately to Yo-Yo IR2 performance
(r = −0.371, p ≤ 0.05) (Ingebrigtsen et al., 2014). Furthermore, numerous studies have indicated
the possible associations between sprint ability and various jumping performance (LópezSegovia et al., 2011; Wisloff et al., 2004). Wisloff (1998), showed moderate to strong
relationships between squat performance and 10-meter sprint times (r= 0.94), 30-m sprint times
(r= 0.71), and jumping height (r= 0.78). Similarly, the countermovement jump (CMJ) has been
shown to demonstrate moderately strong correlations to maximal sprint velocity (Shalfawi et
al., 2014). In contrast, Cronin and Hansen (2005) reported weak associations (r ¼70.43 to
70.66) between CMJ and squat jump performance with 5-, 10-, and 30-meter sprint times. Erin
(2009), has also reported that high jump results of collegiate female soccer players are
associated with 20- and 40-meter sprints but not statistically significant.
The results from these studies illustrate the difficulty in identifying how performances
on various field tests can be related to one another (Vescovi and Mcguigan, 2008). The
understanding of these associations may offer valuable information for players and coaches to
improve the strength and conditioning training process in soccer players and may be a
standardized and relevant practice for tracking development of physical capacities in football
players (Pedersen et al., 2021). Therefore, the present study aims to examine the associations
of speed, power, and endurance performance of Malaysian soccer players from Super League.
METHODOLOGY
Subjects
Twenty-four (n = 24) male soccer players from UiTM FC were selected to participate in this
study. In addition, all participated players need to be free from any injury that would prevent
maximal effort during performance testing. Before the testing, all players were informed about
the aim and methodology of this study. All the players gave their written informed consent
before participating and completing this study. All players had been familiarized with the
selected tests as the team also used the same tests at the beginning of their pre-season training.
Thus, this action would reduce measurement errors caused by learning effects. They were
required to undergo anthropometric measurement, and physical fitness tests, for two
consecutive days. Selected fitness testing was vertical jump, 30m sprint, and Yo-Yo
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Intermittent Endurance Level 2 (YYIE2). All the testing started in the morning until all the
tests are complete.
Procedures
On the first day, anthropometric measurement including weight and height, and vertical jump
test were conducted in FSR Physiology Lab. The standing height (cm) of each player was
recorded by using a stadiometer. The players need to take off their shoes and stand still to get
the best measurement. Weight was attained using a weight scale. The result of height and
weight measurements were recorded to the nearest 0.1 cm and 0.1 kg, respectively.
The vertical jump test was used to measure the explosive leg power. The test was tested
using a Vertec device (Sports Imports, Hilliard, OH, USA). Before performing the test, players
were instructed to do the warm up consisting of low intensity running. The participants
performed the vertical jump test by keeping their hands on the iliac crests, bending their knees,
stopping for 1 – 2 seconds, and then jumping as high as possible without knee or trunk
countermovement (Rampinini et al., 2007). At the peak of the jump, participants will use the
fingers of their dominant arm to displace horizontal vanes of a Vertec device. The standing
reach of each participant with the dominant arm fully extended upward will be recorded and
the jump score will be derived from subtracting the maximal jump height and the standing
height (Miller et al., 2011). The best of two trials (with 1 min rest between each jump) measured
to the nearest 0.1 cm was used for the final statistical analysis.
The 30-meter sprint and YYIE2 were held on the second day of testing. These tests
took place on the university facility on turf composed of rubber-pellets and artificial grass. A
standardized warm up of 10 – 15 minutes was performed that included jogging, shuffling,
sprinting, and dynamic stretching exercise.
Speed was evaluated over a 30-meter sprint with a set of electronic timing gates.
Participants will start the sprint when they feel ready from a standing start that will be set at
0.3 meter behind the first timing gate. This test was conducted from a standing start, with timing
started immediately after the player passed the starting line (Miswan and Sulaiman, 2017).
Participants will complete two maximal 30-meter sprints trial and the best performance
recorded to the nearest 0.001 seconds will be selected for subsequent analysis (Loturco et al.,
2015).
Aerobic capacity was estimated from the YYIE2. The maximal version of the YYIE2
test lasts for 6–25 minutes and consists of repeated 20-meter shuttle runs at progressively
increasing speeds dictated by an audio bleep emitted from a CD player. Between each shuttle
the players had a 5 seconds period of jogging around a marker placed 2.5 meter behind the
ﬁnishing line. Failure to achieve the shuttle run in time on two occasions resulted in termination
of the test and the distance covered in the last complete successful shuttle was recorded and
represented the test result. The testing sessions was performed on an artiﬁcial field on a 2 920meter running lane marked by cones (Bradley et al., 2011).
Statistical Analysis
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The results were analyzed using standard descriptive statistics and were presented as mean ±
standard deviation (SD). Pearson correlation coefficients were used to determine the
interrelationships between variables. The following criteria were adopted for interpreting the
magnitude of the correlation ® between the measures: trivial (r ≤ 0.1), small (r = 0.1-0.3),
moderate (r = 0.3-0.5), large (r =0.5-0.7), very large (r = 0.7-0.9), nearly perfect (r > 0.9),
perfect (r = 1.0) (Hopkins et al., 2000). All data were analyzed using version 20 of IBM SPSS
Statistics and the significance level was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS
Table 1 shows the demographic data of male Malaysian soccer players. The mean age of the
players (N= 24) was 24.50 ± 3.11 years. Meanwhile, the height and weight of players averaged
176.12 ± 8.11 cm and 70.86 ± 9.07 kg, respectively.
Table 1: Demographic Data of Malaysian Soccer Players
Variables

Mean ± SD

Range

Age (years)

24.50 ± 3.11

20 – 30

Height (cm)

176.12 ± 8.11

163 – 194

Weight (kg)

70.86 ± 9.07

53 -88

Results regarding the relationship between variables which are power, speed, and
endurance of players were presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Correlation between Vertical Jump, 30m Sprint, and YYIE2
Variables
Vertical Jump

Vertical Jump

30m Sprint

YYIE2

-

30m Sprint

-0.29

-

YYIE2

0.22

-0.43*

-

*p < 0.05 (2-tailed).

There was no significant correlation between VJ and the 30-meter sprint. No
relationship also was found between VJ and YYIEL2. However, data shows that there is
statistically significant correlation between 30-meter sprint time and distance covered in
YYIEL2 of the players (r = -0.43, p <0.05).
DISCUSSION
The main aim of this study was to assess the relationship between speed, power and endurance
performance of Malaysia Super League soccer players. Study findings demonstrated that there
is a negative moderate correlation between 30-meter sprint time and distance covered in
YYIEL2. The present result was consistent with the results of Pyne et al. (2008). Pyne et al.
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also studied male football players and found modest correlation between sprint testing and
endurance fitness. Furthermore, the finding from Ingebritsen et al., (2014) also discovered
similar results. The study observed small to moderate correlations between sprinting speed and
YYIR test performances. However, this finding is contrary to previous research conducted by
Krustrup et al. (2006) who observed no significant correlation between YYIR2 and sprint
performance (30 meter and 50 meter). Both speed and endurance performances rely on
different physiological capacities, therefore, both tests should be assessed when investigating
the soccer players’ physical capacity (Ingebritsen et al., 2014).
The other main finding of this present study discovered that there were no correlation
sprint time and vertical jump height. This finding, however, showed interesting results when
most of previous studies reported in literature found the contrary results. Chaleh et al. (2012)
showed a significant relationship between power and speed. Erin (2009) also reported
correlation between power and speed, but the relationship was not statistically significant.
However, both of this research studied female soccer players. In terms of male soccer players,
still the same significant results have been reached in several studies (Lopez-Segovia et al.,
2014; Wisloff et al., 2004). VJ was used to assess the lower body explosive power, and in
terms of performance, the highest jumping performance is better, especially soccer players who
always engage in the highball situation to get a positional advantage during offensive and
defensive tactics of plays (Miswan and Sulaiman, 2017). The significant correlation between
VJ performance and sprint time should be expected since both are derivatives from maximal
strength (Wisloff et al., 2004). Furthermore, single sprint is associated with relatively lower
body power in soccer players (Lopez-Segovia et al., 2014). Hence, it is suggested that future
research can be conducted with larger samples to verify these findings.
Muscular power can be defined as the muscle ability to generate as much force as
possible in the shortest possible time (Miswan and Sulaiman, 2017). Power in the form of
vertical jumping has been deemed to be functional to optimal performance in soccer and shown
to be related to competitive success in elite-standard club teams (Arnason et al., 2014; Castagna
and Castellini, 2013; Mujika et al., 2009). The present study found no correlation between VJ
height and distance covered in YYIEL2. Considering that endurance is traditionally an
important component of performance in soccer, somehow, it has been proved that lower limb
power did not relate to the endurance performance. In team sports, endurance refers to the
ability to continuously carry out moderate to high intensity activities (Bangsbo et al., 1995).
Correlation between these variables was not widely studied by the sports scientist in the past.
Therefore, little is known about the existing relationship between power and endurance.
Further, studies are, therefore, needed to establish the association between power and
endurance performance in order to assist the team coach in constructing the training program.
CONCLUSION
In this cross-sectional study, sprint time, but not power, was associated with endurance in
Malaysian Super League soccer players. 30-meter sprint was moderately associated with
YYIEL2 performance. These findings indicated that specific aerobic and anaerobic
performance could be enhanced simultaneously through the appropriate training programme.
Also, considering the importance of each variable in the performance of soccer, development
of such characteristics in soccer players should be paid more attention by coaches and experts.
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